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artempts to prove 
contention that one bi 
Governor ConnaUy. 
Posner has created 
while parroting tide 
created his own 
myth: 

po??er? • Tft* 

POSNER’S SINGLE BULLET THEORY 
OR 

HOW TO IGNORE THE FACTS WHEN YOU REALLY TRY 

By J. Gary Shaw -Copyright, November 1993 

In hisi book Case Cosed, and its Lf.S. News and World Report excerpt. 
cons pi die single bullet theory is correct and that" 

could not have caused the seven wounds to 
calls his reconstruction of the theory "the 

own version of the magic bullet myth. He has 
it Warren Commission “lone gunman" pi 

myth." The following is a summary of soui< 
arcd' 

Posner: "Oswald’s sec tod shot, the first to strike [occupants of the limousine].." 

Here, Issuer, in a giant leap of faith, makes the assum] >tioa that O; 
the only shooter-anti jiat his first shot missed. Tnnh is, there is wry lirtle-if 
evidence to support d ese assumptions. 

Posauen Its [Posner's second shot] trajectory, based on the Failure Analysis computaripns and the Zapruder 
fflm is:] 

commissioned by the 
Lee Harvey Oswald, 
for both the prosecuti 
the reader that Faili 
host portrayed as "a 
“gave up some awfulj 
second shooting" by 
Analysis, is ready to 3 
significant fact which 

there-" 

book, Posner refers often to this study by 
- Bar Association to reconstruct the assals 

"KENNEDY [WOUNDftlG]" 
I 

Posner "Bullet speed 

1 This 

i prose mi 

- cfa j 

computer enhancements, Failure Analysis pro' 
and the defense. Drawing only from the 

Lysis' CEO, Roger McCarthy, testifing for 
g argument" for more chan one gunman, 

good shots to take some awfully bad shots* 
other gunman. The trial’s host further reported 
conclusively who killed President Kennedy.' 

Posner purposely, and predjudicially, fails to nu 

ilL 

The 

1,800 feet per second” 

srimate of the bullet's velocity at first impact is acceptable. 

2 SAJI Francisco & tgi 

IUJ 

U 

1 US. News & Wond Report. Aug. 30/Sept 6. 1993, p. 94. 

wide. ",Assassination Enigma A/ever Ends," by Patricia Holt; Sept € 

1 

iracy theoris^f 
.e two men, 
shattered 
done so by pi 
Ly. He has 

,e of the flaws 

uchor Gerald Posner 
r are wrong in their 
idem Kennedy and 

In reality, what 
everting the evidence 

quite successfully, 
and fallacies of that 

P] t$] 
mjujh.' 

al$D, 

»su idd was the shootar- 
arjy-soiid, uncontested 

failure Analys ► 
sinanon for 

(faded evidence 
ition’s case, 
defense, pro 

According to 
order to all( 
chat "...no 

Lenni 
mock ixial 
on.2 

Associates, a firm 
1992 mock trial of 

and expert testimony 
If asner neglects to tell 

ided what the trial’s 
f IcCarthy, the shooter 

"the quarry into a 
not even Failure 

led in a hung juiy-a 

15 

c w 

< nc, 
er di 

1993. 
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PQSDCXT Tinny wound i1 back 6-5 mm in diameter" 

wound The 
by the Bechesda pathol 
determined the wound 
by the fact that one o 
inform the reader of th| 
the back ac a downward 
trajectory for a shot from 
angle of only about 2C 
angles of trajectory (s< 

Posner ’Bullet grazed 

Comp 
back located the wound 
and nowhere near his 

©510 848 6533 B & C WINTON 

diamei  in the President’s bade was not 6.5 mm in 
'J>gisc co be 7 x 4 mm,3 it was actually much 

|o be irregular shaped and 9 r 9 mm (3/8" X 3/ 
the paiholo gists at Bethesda probed the wound 
fact rhiir the only people to see, and probe, this 
angle of 45 to 60 degrees (and, had "...fio 

<0 

woi 

tip of a vertebra in the neck, slighdy splintering the bone.’ 

ijUte speculation. The only firm evidence in the re 
1 near the third thoracic vertebra-several inches 1 

•vertebra in the neck" assertion.5 

Posner ‘Cavitymomeiarlly caused by bullets passage." 

for such an occurance 

Posner "Exit wound i t 

I 

Hypoi lexical. The bullet may very well have caused such a cavity, but 
the record. 

False. 

stated on record and tin 
at the President from < 

3 C£ 397, p. 46 (Ail opsy Face Sheet) 

VIIHSCA as. 

5 CD 7 (SiberLO'Nfft. report). 

6 

7 

Ibid. 

C£ 894 & 896. 

medical The HSCA 
of this wound by 
localize this wound 
exact entrance polmm 

is reported In the dealt 
thoracic vertebra. 

9 See David Litton1 $ 

22 
the TSBD’s 6th Floor southeast-corner window 

degrees.^ Posner’s computer-generated drawing 
Posner’s "View from above" below). 

Cord of a bulb 
iwer than POJ Ik 

I 

throat* 

to The only witnesses to view this wound prior 
der oath that this was a wound of "entry," or 
e front. The wound was described as being 5 mm in diameter. 

its being ait< 
"puncture, and 

8 Page 2 of the offic eI 'Certificate of Death,' (Signed by Dr. Burkley, the 

fill 

panel, with access only to photographs, noted that *The original 
to body landmarks which change with different body 

to usually accepted fixed body landmarks such as i te heel, prech 
HSCA 87) Therefore, the only accurate and verifiable localization of 
certificate and verified by the Presidents chief physician: \.Mt ai 

Best, Evidence, pp£5-69. 

iter. Thougf 
arger. The IIS' 

in size." T 
with his 
>und stated i 
: of exit").6 

at Z-Frames 
negligently 

originally reported 
CA medical panel 

* ps size is confirmed 
5 Posner Ms to 

it the bullet entered 
is an impossible 

123-4, which was an 
omits all mention of 

that t 
1 jiis 

having entered the 
star's reconstruction- 

Presidents chi sf physician). 

positic ns, 
lu<fe 

ibo A 

there is no evidence 

:*red by surgery have 
hat the bullet came 
and consistent with 

Pathologist's localization 
and their failure to 

reconstruction of the 
wound is that which 

the level of the third 
i iis v 

@ 003 

2 
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a. wound of entry.70 Ifhere is absolutely no uncontested evidence that jhe throat wovjnd was one of "exit" 
as Posner states here. 

Posner "By frame 22)6 the President began to show a neurological reflex-knov 
position7 7

 —DO spinal j ijury. His aims jerked tg> to a fixed position, hands nearly 
pushed out." 

t which 
r area 

sixth cervical process, 

third thoracic vertabr^ 
caused by a bullet 
by the hard, gristly 
would nor be an uni 
Martin Luther King. In 
near his chin "with a 
the neck."73 The . 
the left."** It is nontf 
anatomy. It is called 

Comp !ete speculation- Pirn of all, the "spinal injury," 
| several inches higher than the back wound’s " 

Perhaps a. better hypothesis would be that the 
struck the President in the throar-from the froai 

at the rear of die President’s neck, causing the 
occurance. In fact, a similar condition is 

Hr. King’s case, a larger and faster bullet (-30-06) 
trial transection of the lower cervical and thoracic 

bullet was recovered lodged just "beneath 
rorthy that military snipers are taught to aim for 
(Crossing the T," and is considered to be one of 

spmt 

With 
"Thorbum position" 

! lis as an alternate hypothesis, Posner's highly spleculadve "net rological reflex" and 
suppositions become moot points. 

Such b hypothesis would also help explain the 
President’s throat foil* iring his departure from Parkland HospicaL 

Posner "Bullet nimbi ig* 

Again 

is the same bullet whjch 
to begin a “tumbling" 

10 III WC 368. 

11 The medical tan 
to result in the victim's 
the President, who would 
shot. Of course, the 
by approximately 4S degrees 

12 VIIHSCA 98. Figure 11, 

13 Newton, Mlchae, 

14 Ibid, o. 68. 

15 Conversation 
Sasser of One Shot-On 

i tvflji 

B & C WINTON 

complete speculation. This statement assumes 
wounded Connally, and that the missile’s pass*; 

ction upon exiling his throat. There is no factual 

tec il 

seen on ±e 
Official" point 
damage to the 
it. Theproji 

damage to the 
with the wi 

than the 6.5H 

spinal cord 
skin near tt 

this pamculai 
he deadliest ol 

seen 

the 

mgs red< 

given to the instantaneous reaction experienced by 
arfns being jerked upward Into a fixed position. Acc\ 

then be unabie to lower his arms until his neural 
Zahruder film demolishes this theory as President Kent 

before he receives the fatal head shot. 

The King Conspiracy, p. 67. 

former Marine sniper Craig Roberts (Vietnam, 18 confirmed kills), co-author with Charles IV. 

m 
16 See David Liftor fi Best Evidence, pp. 271-294. 

ray, occurred at the 
< £ entrance, near the 

:ervical process was 
,e was then stopped 

dervical process. This 
'i lund suffered by Dr. 

cartridge entered 
id other structure of 

i shoulder blade on 
point of the human 

ous "butchery" performed on the 

dial x the bullet 
ge through 

evidence that 

, iome victims of 
to Posner, 

centers wen 
's arms can 

orising 
corrfol 

n idy'i 

as the Thorbum 
at his chin, elbows 

kill shots. 16 

v fhich struck Kennedy 

cfc|e President caused ir 
;uch action occurred. 

. jpinai injury. It is said 
iis is what occurred to 
destroyed by the head 
be seen coming down 

@004 
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"CONNALLY WOUNDING]* 

Posner [Bullet speed] 

Again, 
Kennedy, thereby, de< 
of course, is crucial tq 

bullet-77 question. 

Posner "Enny wound 
was tumbling umbLin^ 

[False 

lending ] 

isjul 

toys: 

False. 

Connally's attending pJ 

body ar a slight 

effectively enlarging th 

long.78 This is appare . 

ana Ijhis wound was oval-shaped 0.8 x 1-5 cm (5/16' x 19/32u) 

lirian, Dr. Robert Shaw, \..a puncture iype wound, as if a b1 

[i-e., not at a right angle].- The wound edges were 

wound, and then sutured. It is only the Governor's post-oper; 

. iy where Posner derived his erroneous "1-1/4" long" wound. 

1 ir i Tjn-q 

Correct, 

body at a 10 degree d< 

trajectory of 

straight-line oaj 

Posner: "Exir wound 

was srfl] 

■ odpl 

17 The term 
flattened9 is 
velocity which he Isays 
Posner himself calls this 

branch and fragmented* 

a db and wrist had remain 
FoJiowinp 

which were fired into two 
Inquired a little more, ht 
newspapers, generated a 

Iff stand 
Is that they are invalid 

valid testis one which will 
wounds to two men as 

’osner attempts to mislead the reader with his s] 
the bullet's velocity by 200 feet per second. 

Warren Commission apologists in attempting 

1^500-1,600 feet per second" 

ipecula aiauon 
This "theory oi 

co resolve the 

light shoulder was 1-1/4” long—the 
over end." 

length of the bullet— 

Posner: Traverses ches: and shatters right fifth rib" 

;«rmn< 
: wich 

ed to have 

the 45 to 60 
But Posner fails to nore that the bullet was det< 

ownward angle.79 which is totally inconsistent 

which struck Kennedy in the bade This fact ilone destroys 

econstruction. 

low the right nipple was large-oeasiy 2 inches in diameter-an i ragged; the bullet 

tumbling" 

Correc' except for the speculation that the bullet wa; “tumbling" 
Connally's body. It may have been. However, a mutilated, fragmented, or mushroomed 

does, propel bone and tissue along its path which can also create an exit wound such 

18 VIIHSCA - 42-M3, 

19 VII HSCA 152. 

isncmer. 
(cm 

'i s I 

bulleC as we all know, is somewhat of a mi: 
Posner, of course, contends that this minor mutikttn 

Lined in connection with the multipie wounds axpeii 
. scenario into question with his theory that the first shov 

i. 325). Contrasting this bit of theorizing with his hype i 
ikd completely intact and only slightly mutilated, is 

this inconsistent speculation, Posner further muddlt 
afferent species of wood were recovered 'undamaged, 
could have learned of tests in which the same 
ornlly different result the bullets recovered were 

ro reason then, that the only conclusion which may bf 
have absolutely no vaiue with regard to a simulation 

n 3plicate and duplicate the accumlative effect that 
argued by single bullet theory proponents. All other 

ty/:e 

i bail 

t occurs 

th lit 

ndiranng the bullet 

was, according to 

diet had struck the 
surgically cut away, 

a ive scar was 1-1/8" 

ravened Connally's 

degree downward 

r\/o 

IL/fl 

That but 
is the result of 

eneed by the 
missed bocau 

thesis that a b\ 

eftremely puzzJiHg. 
the issue by 

" fA 335] A( 
bullet, when 

lly mutilated, 
drawn from 
of the single 

to a bullet 
fruitiest 

i cht si 

'tests' are I 

the bullet first hit 
iecreased velocity," 

troubling "pristine 

Posner's fabricated 

its path through 

I fillet can, and often 
the one described. 

T CP 399 is slightty 
the decreased bullet 

victims. However, 
the bullet hit a tree 

fet which struck both 

i bdng that test bullets 

in, however, had he 
fired into a stack of 

\Qaii 

bill 

twhdi 

e variant test results 
llet theory. The only 

in it produces seven 
and irrelevant 

4 
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Posner [Bullet 

passing through 
would expert 

the Governor: 

of 1185-1270 f< 

Posner. "Enny wound 

fractured the 

©510 848 6533 

speed] '900 feet per second' 

:»* 

•nnall; 

B & C WINT0N 

t lai 
sner selectively decreases the velocity of the bullec by 600-700 

l/s chest- However, actual ballistic tests have] determined 

i 21 percent reduction in velocity when effecting a wound sue i 

: leans a decrease in velocity of only 315-330 feet per second* or 

second, not the 900 feet per second speed Posner erroneously 

it top of right wrist was ragged and irregular- Tjie bullet, now 

: adius bone. 

Correa, 

absolutely no evidenc 
fragmented, or mushr< 

except for the bullet “Traveling backward-" This is complete 
The wound could also be said to be typicil of one ca\ 

pmed bullet. 

Posner: "[Bullet i 

Here, 

previously passing 

further reduces the bi 

however, that tests 

fired through the 

erroneous 900 feet ] 

be traveling at 

handgun bullet/ 

through the accused 

in all likiihood, 

been 

Posner: "When 

veiodiy. 

exact nature « 

j "400 feet per second" 

Posner continues his assumption of the bullet's velocity havin 

i the bodies of the President and the Governor, Then, in arb: 

Jfet's velocity by 500 feet per second upon exiting Connall/s 

shown that a 6.5-mm bullet Lost less than 5 p< :rcent of its OJ 

of a human cadaver.27 Therefore, even wh£U using Postii 

j second as the bullet’s velocity upon exiting €000311/5 wrist, 

j rf about 855 feet per second-che equivalent of tie muzzle vel< 

ien Ruby shot Oswald with a similar weapon, t± e bullet 

assin's body. Ix stands to reason, then, that a bullet traveling 

sed completely through Connall/s thigh. It w^>uld not, as 

skin." (See below). 

set per second upon 

i a 6.5-mm bullet 
as that suffered by 

1 continued velocity 

istuiates. ]>0! 

peculation based on 

d by a mutilated, 

: came to rest in 00110211/5 left thigh, haring lost more rhfrn 80 percent of its 

[[just able to penetrate skin/ 

ed above, this is complete speculation. It is based on assum] 

If of Connall/s thigh wound is still in question. Posjner's statem 

20 

In the tests, bulk 
killed* goaL 77>d j 
similar to the on* t 
velocity in passin 

velocity because ( 

1 Report on Wound Ballistics of 8.5-mm Mannllcher-tiarcano Ammunuon, pp. 75-76. 

21 Ibid.. 0. 
In this study, 
by Governor Conp 
determined to ( 

22 1963 Gun i 

average striking velocity of 1.900 feet per second 
that "(IJin only one animal—did the bullet striki > 

nded Governor Connelly..." end that the '..pristine b\ 
the animal. The bullet that struck the Governor, if t 

torso/ 

wsret 

arms from human cadavers were used In an attempt to simulate the 
e 'average striking velocity* of the bullets, which wen fired from a 

Upon exiting the wrist the bullet had an *ave\sge velocity It 

o. 293. 

fired Into 
and pass aloi 

1 fillet that struck 
fne, would pristli 

[raveling backward. 

been slowed upon 

fashion, Posner 

It should be noted, 

iginal velocity when 

s hypothetical and 

e bullet would still 

of a .38 Special 

almost completely 

such speed would, 
er contends, have 

,ert' 

ion and error. The 

that the bullet had 

ha\ e 

carcass of a "fresNy- 
g the rib in a manner 
he goat lost 265 Wsec 

lost about 400 ft/sec 

wrist wound received 
e of 70 yards, was 

of 'only 02 ft!sec/ 
dis tana 
tow" 
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lost more char 
paragraphs. Th< 
not 80. 

his left thigh. 
The resulrant 
projectiles may 
a large fragment 
such as the 
greatly HiVninijchi 
piece of metal 
would have p< 
unheard-of o 
of a very small 
such a large enfry 

approximately 
create such a Urge eu 
rhr^s rimes laryw rhai 

0510 848 6533 B & C WINTON 

 of its velocity* has already been shown to 
J loss of velocity for Posner's single bullet hypodns 

De erroneous 
is would be 

There is a reasonable, alternative explanation for the 
Jpon s along dense material, Le. a rib and/or wrist 

fragmen 3 will continue on, but may be deflected in varf< 
also be; greatly diminished. If this occurred with the Go' 

had e: died hum his chest or wrisr and struck him in the 

descr&ed to the Governor's thigh. A large, flattened 
could cause a large, shallow, entry hole. It 

r^p- 
: bom 

mm 

from chili fragment to have sloughed-off upon impact. 
'ej.ei 
ccureni 

into the flesh than its much larger counn 
ith gunshot wounds. Such an hypothesis could 
which was reportedly buried deep in the govern 

the Governor's thigh. 

such 
,2P 

e, Posner never addresses the issue of how 
ide at its greatest width and 2 mm. in length' 
wound, described as being 1 cm.24 Cor, aboui 

the small fragment Certainly an unmurilared 
cause a 1 cm (3/8") 

Therei 
mutilated and/or mi 

the only feasable explanation for this wound 
omed projectile. Where is this badly mutilated 

The 
seems to shed n£w li« 
have, through the yeaifl 
same bullet thar hit 
regarding the single b 
doubt and suspjdon 

*...the ojiost 
examining tabl 

i rhe the preceding 
< oser to SO percent— 

will 
e of wound 

e, a bullet 
oils angles. 

or, which is 
leg, it could I 
or mushroom 5< 
would also be 
cause of its s; 
:erparL This 
also account 

Ads leg, having 

lonnally suffered to 
often break apart, 
e velocity of tiaese 
ghly probable, and 

ive caused a wound 
d fragment, with a 
possible for a small 

er size, this piece 
s not an onusual or 
or the inconsistency 
Ibeen found beneath 

> p! 
Ia\ 

;za lall 

a small fra; 
(or, abour 1> 

3/8* in diamjli 
S3mm (1/4") 

is that it 
projectile? rj 

during the tesi 
in major surgery 

23 VIIHSCA 

26 

rer to this question may lie in a recent disdosur»by Governor 
on the entire single bullet issue. As is well known, both the G{> 
consistently and emphatically dismissed the idqa of his ha 

i President. Recently, the Governor has "dropped the other 
n iilet question. In an excerpt from his recently released biograj j 

the authentidiy of the so-called *magic bullet." 

>us discovery of all took place when they rolled 
A metal object fell to the floor, with a click no 

|up and slipped it into her pocket. It was the 

me off the s 
louder than a 

bullet from art 
mv back, cheat and wrisr. and worked itself [loose from m 

» episode, as described by the Governor, did, in fact occur, app 
'Parkland Hospital Nurse Jeanette Scandridge26. Ms. Standrid, 

; :ed in removing Governor Connall/s doches upen his being b 

Ibid., p. 75a 

25 See '/ Knew I Hat Been HiV by John Connelly with Mickey Herskowitr Texas Monthl 

26 Nurse Standridg\ , the wife of a Dallas policeman in 1963, is, unfortunately, dect 
questioned about her ino auing Warren Commission testimony. 

He writes: 

@007 

.ent, reported to be 
6* X 3/32*), could 

:cer)-at lean thirty- 
irojecnle could not 

caused by a badly 

»vin * b 
tier ih< 

lonnally; one which 
vemor and his wife 
been struck by the 
oe"-so to speak- 

iy, he casts further 

itijetcher and onto the 
veddingband. The 
bodv. Qfl^„diar 

thigb." (Emphasis 

;irs to be confirmed 
e, che charge nurse 
>ught into Trauma 

Oct 1993, p.203. 

red. and cannot he 
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Room 2 for emergency orcarmenL In her testimony, Ms. Scandridge had t{ie following exchange with Warren 

Commission counsel Aden Specton 

"Mr. Specton Did you notice any object in Governor 

Miss Siandrid ;i: Not unusual. 

Mr. Specton Did you notice a bullet, specifically? 

Miss Siandrid?*: No. 

Mr. Spscror. Did you hear the sound of anything fall' 

Miss Standrid I didn’t.*27 

Govei 31 

Trauma Room 2 is suspii 

or Conn ally’s revelation that a bullet had fallen from his scree 

,dous in itself. Thar the Warren Commission 1m sw of, and cogci 

is not only suspicious^ Jit is outright criminal. If the Governor's account is true, and 

the presense of this hitherto unreporced bullet completely desufo; 

>f the mysterious 6.5-mm Carcano "Oswald* bullet which was 

.driries by Parkland Hospital engineer Darrell Tomlinson. 

aeTs, single bullet theory, and raises sinister inplicarions al 

doubt that it isn't, thei: 

credibilty, and validity 

turned over to aurhi 

Governments, and Pcjp 

predilection. 

Posner's - "View from above*28 

Posner: The trajeanr , plotted in accordance with the exact (emphasis 

not significaniiy altered until the bullet was slightly deflected 

while turning 

consistent with 

conflict with 

in the graphic 

trajectory for rids 

certainly not •< 

Pomet's - Tlipl Flap 

exact.” 

Posner: ■At 224, the rijght 

No ar$pm< 

Posner: * A film ^nKanrwm^nr 

27 vlwcii?: 
28 

29 Case Closed. p. 29. 

Here, osner’s computer-generated graphic portrays G 

sjLighdy :<) his right. It is an attempt to align the bodies 

Posnexfa own straight-line theory of trajectory. It is erro 

thle photc graphic evidence. Connally, at Z-Prame 224 is n< 

Furri ennore, since Posner has chosen to omit all 

mirgpilous bullet, his graphic cannot really be defined 

Connaliys doahing? 

added) posnries of both men, was 
by Connall/s nb. 

nJ 

Posne; places great emphasis on the sudden tnovemem of Governor 
and hat as seen in Z-Fr mes 224 and following. Using these movements ks solid evider^i 

passed through the Gcjpemor at riiis exact moment, he writes: 

: front of the Governor's suit lapel flips up from bis chest.*29 

aenr here. The lapel does ’flip.* 

[ of that same frame shows rhar the Governor* 

US, News & World Report. Aug. 30/SepL 6, 1993. p. 94. 

:per while he was in 

ealed, this incident, 

here is no reason to 

ys the authenticity, 

i eportedly found and 

also destroys the 

ut cheir Tone-nut* .1 >b' 

icjanally co be 1< 

of the two 

heous and mi 

Qwhere near ri 

ferences to rf. 

as a "plotted 

ijaning far to his left 

i lc rims In a manner 

eading. It is also m 

e position portrayed 
i various angles of 

rajecroryn--and it is 

i lonnally's coat lapel 

e of a buller having 

s lighr-colore d Stetson har, which 

7 
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he was holding 

227 and 228 and 

Again 

ejrfcr, 

suer 

Howi 
evidence of a shot Po: 

occurrence? Most def nil 

a windy day knows chi 

gusts ro 20 mile-per-h * 

was traveling in a wes 

are these sudden movements of the Govern 

would have us believe? Or, is there another, re 

itely! Anyone who has ever attempted ro wear 

there is. And, as Posner himself acknowledges, 

yr during the motorcade.'37 (Note: At the time Z 

: ady direction. Both the lapel and hat "flip" in a 

. Abo, 

does so for a period of 

fail toward hiswife. 

Governor was able to 

to face the Presidenr-a 

by a bullet to his b; 

sufficient proof chat a 

^ Posnei 

traumatic reaction-foi 

alternative explanation 

ulterior motive behind 

-n-b. frrajwrr try] 

in his right hand, near his chest; starred rising, 

then at 229 it scarred coming down rapidly.. 
^flipped quiefd] 

no argument. The hat is "flipped quickly up" at 

or*s coat lap< l 

ore reasonable 

carry, for 

there was a "J 

pruder was 

southerly dirdci 

full' e very fact that Connaily continues to remain 

pore than three seconds (until Z-Frame 269) b< 

strong evidence that he has not been hit. Du r 

aintain his hold on the Stetson hat and rum 

dear indication he has not suffered the hammer-] 

These movements by the Governor, while 

Juliet through his chest was IJ2I the cause of the 

: aft sr 

>ack. 

efore 

all n 

taken is neither blind nor stupid. He had to have 

three full seconds-to an alleged shoe at Z-224 

for Posner's blatant exercise in misinformation: to 

this deceitful action bears further scrumiiy. 

Posner. "Using computer 

trajectories of tne 

worked 

a 

cones. These 

southeast-comjJr 

Simply pi 

of trajectory for a bullej: 

by the Bethesda' pathoJ 

provided a Trajectory fo 

inconsistent with a sh)>(c 

diabolical attempt to mak< 

at the President1 from 

iy upright 

he finally b 

ring this thre< 

LOST complete y 

blow whic 

owing no cn pma 
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